
- Reports by our customers reinforce the lessening of Lyme
  and Co-Infections symptoms.

- Focuses on balancing and restoring the body’s own cells, tissues, 
  organs and systems, in a safe, gentle, non-invasive approach.
  There are no side effects. 

- Enhances a cells' ability to communicate with other cells, tissues 
  and organs. It is commonly known that frequencies have 
  bioregulatory effects which can be seen in such examples as
  circadian rhythms in humans, mating behaviors in animals and 
  growth and repair in plants. 

- Allows for device customization on a daily basis through the 
  complementary WAVE Assistant App. Encourages individuals to 
  personalize settings based on their own physical needs, with a
  goal to stimulate the body's optimal functioning.

- Offers all users an initial 90 day protocol to gradually introduce
  the WAVE 1 experience, and includes 12 support emails helping to 
  build best practices for a lifetime of wellness. 

- Supports a user-friendly protocol with an opportunity to defer
  for longer periods during each 30 day phase. The complete 90 day   
  protocol includes a gradual process of different frequencies to 
  address Detox, Lyme and Co-infections as well as the reduction in 
  symptoms relating to Bacterial, Viral, Parasitic and Fungal 
  co-infections seen with this disease.

- Tunes body and mind for a better state of being, lessens mood     
  swings, improves sleep, sharpens mental acuity, and mental  
  function as well as increases energy every day.

- Incorporates into any lifestyle, as a light weight mobile 
  wearable, allowing anyone to take WAVE 1's ground breaking 
  technology, anywhere, anytime, on-the-go. 

Your Personal Frequency
Emitting Wearable
By

The WAVE 1 is an award winning, patent pending, 
proprietary frequency delivery system of light pulse 
technology which optimizes cellular communication
and stimulates biological competency.  It has been 
created as an integrated wellness tool, offering
adjustable straps, an anodized case and lithium
battery for durability.

System Requirements:
Windows 7 Vienna or MAC OSX 10.7 Lion or later versions

Why WAVE 1?

Want to Know More?

Wise InvestmentWise Investment
Wellness shouldn't be stressful.

Symptom ReliefSymptom Relief
Reignite hope and improve lives.

Alternative ApproachAlternative Approach
Offer solutions and new thinking.

FAQs: www.fremedica.com/support/

Why WAVE 1 is Trusted:

www.fremedica.com/doctor-insights/

User Testimonials:

www.fremedica.com/community/

Standard Retail:

$2500 US

How it Works:

www.fremedica.com/how-it-works/

Science of WAVE:

www.fremedica.com/science-of-wave/

About Us:

www.fremedica.com/about-us/

Buy WAVE 1:

www.fremedica.com/wave-1/

WAVE Assistant App:

www.fremedica.com/app/


